
IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 
TEZPUR. SONITPUR. 

 
Present:   Smti R. Das 
       Chief  Judicial  Magistrate, 
                 Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

G. R. Case No. 1913/2009 
U/s . 341/323/506 IPC 

 
State 

Vs 

1. Sri Mantu Das 
      S/o Kamala Kt. Das  
     Vil Garubandha  PS: Missamari 

                                                                           …Accused person 

Appearance: 

Counsel for the State      :  Smti N. Rahman 

Counsel for the defense  :  Smti D. Ojha. 

Offence explained   on    :  17-12-2012. 

Evidence recorded on      : 11-3-15,8-7-15. 

Argument heard on         : 8-7-2015. 

Judgment delivered on    : 8-7-2015. 

                      J U D G M E N T 

  The prosecution’s case in brief is that informant Nachiran Nessa   

filed an ejahar on 11-10-09 before the O/C, Missamari P.S. stating that  on    

9-10-09 at about 9 p.m. a Home-guard  personnel was coming from 

Garubandha  and Tinku Mansuri  was behind him. When they reached near the 

Duty Post then the Home-guard personnel abused Tinku by using slang 

language for which an altercation took place between them and both of them 

sustained injuries.  When the boys of Home-guard  were dragging  Tinku, the 

mother of the boy and local people rescued Tinku from the clutch of home-

guards.  At that time in-charge of the Home-guard ordered for firing and then 

officer of Missamari P.S. was informed over telephone.   
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2.  Upon receipt of the ejahar, the   O/C, Missamari  P.S. registered 

a case being Missamari P S Case No. 78/09 u/s 341/325/506 IPC and started 

investigation. After completion of investigation, police filed charge sheet 

against the accused  Mantu Das   u/s  341/323/506 IPC 

3.  The accused person appeared before the Court and faced trial. 

Copy of the prosecution documents were furnished to the accused person. 

After hearing learned counsel for both sides, particulars of offence                        

u/s 341/323/506 IPC were explained to the accused person. The accused 

person pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4.  Prosecution adduced evidence of three witnesses to prove the 

case. Considering the evidence adduced by the prosecution witnesses and after 

hearing ld. Counsel for both sides further prosecution evidence is closed.  

Considering the material in the evidence of witnesses recording the statement 

of the accused person U/s.313 Cr.P.C. dispensed with.    

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

                              (i)  Whether the accused person on 9-10-09 at about        

9 p.m.  wrongfully restrained Tinku Mansuri   ?  

                             (ii)  Whether the accused person on 9-10-09 at about        

9 p.m. voluntarily caused hurt to  Tinku Mansuri   ?  

                            (iii)    Whether the accused person on 9-10-09 at about      

9 p.m. uttered obscene words and language  to  

the annoyance of Tinku Mansuri   ? 

5.  Heard argument of the learned counsel for the prosecution and 

the defense. Perused the materials on record. 

              DECISION, DISCUSSION AND REASONS THEREOF 

6.  PW1 Rabindra Ch. Dey in his deposition stated that about 4-5 

years back he heard that a ‘marpit’ took place between Tinku Mansuri and 

Home-guard personnel.     
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 7.  P.W.2 Trailukya Deka deposed that the occurrence took place 

about 5-6 years ago. He was on duty at Missamari OP and accused Mantu was 

talking with them. Tinku along with a boy came in a cycle uttering slang 

languages.  Tinku was armed with lathi or rod. When they rebuked Tinku for 

using slang language then Tinku hit Mantu Das as a result Mantu fell down. 

When they arrived Tinku fled away.  His cross examination declined.     

8.  P.W.3 Munna Sah deposed that occurrence took place about six 

years back. When he was going to his residence he saw the home-guard 

personnel going holding a boy namely Tinku. His cross examination declined.  

9.   From the evidence of P.W.1 Rabindra Ch. Dey it reveals that he 

only heard that a ‘marpit’ took place between Tinku Monsuri and home-guard 

personnel.  P.W.2 Trailukya Deka, who was present at the place of occurrence 

deposed that Tinku along with a boy came on a bicycle uttering slang 

languages and when they rebuked Tinu for using slang language, then Tinku 

hit Mantu Das as a result Mantu fell down. P.W.3 Munna Sah deposed that 

when he was returning home he saw the home-guard personnel going holding 

a boy namely Tinku.  So, from the evidence of the witnesses it appears that 

the P.W.1 only heard about the ‘marpit’. The P.W.2 has deposed a different 

story that Tinku hit Mantu Das  and as a result  Mantu  fell down. P.W.3 only 

saw the Home-guard personnel going holding Tinku. The P.W.2 and P.W.3 who 

are the eye witnesses of the occurrence have not stated  anything regarding 

wrongful restrainment by the accused U/s.341 of IPC and voluntarily causing 

hurt to Tinku  U/s.323 of IPC. None of the witnesses has stated about any 

threatening  by the accused with dire consequences U/s.506 of IPC.  

10.  Hence, considering the deposition of the witnesses I found that  

accused Mantu Das cannot be held guilty for the offence  U/s.341/323/506 of 

IPC.   

O R D E R 

11.  In view of the above, I found that the prosecution has miserably 

failed to prove the case against accused Mantu Das   u/s  341/323/506  of IPC. 

As a result the accused person is acquitted and set at liberty. The liability of 
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the bailor is extended for 6 (six) months from today as per provision of the 

amended Cr.P.C.  

12.               Judgment   pronounced in open court.    

13.          Set my hand and seal of this Court on this the 8th day of July, 

2015. 

 

         (R. Das ) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
     Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
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A P P E N D I X 

 

Prosecution witnesses 

1.  P.W.1 :  Sri Rabindra Ch. Dey 

2. P.W.2 : Sri Trailukya Deka 

3. P.W.3 : Sri Munna Sah 

 Defence  witnesses 

Nil  

Documents exhibited by the prosecution  

Nil 

   

Documents exhibited by the defence 

Nil.  

 

 

     (R. Das) 
            Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
                                                                                    Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

 


